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Department of Agronomy and Horticulture 
University of Nebraska‐Lincoln 
 
Title:  
Slowly Rolling Over a Genetics Classroom 
 
Abstract: 
A slow roll over of a classroom is an alternative for a teacher too clumsy too flip.  This session will share 
how we are gradually trying to implement tools in Blackboard to leverage two desired learning 
environment changes.  1.) We want more students to enter the lecture ready to workout a new memory 
pathway in their brain and 2.) we want our students to 'hang out' after lecture, discuss what they have 
just learned with classmates, apply the learning to real life and thus pave that pathway.  The session will 
report on progress and look for insights from the community. 
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The Backstory 
“They are not the 
perfect class of 
genetics students.. 
….but you will like 
them.” 
Genetics as a service course 
primarily for students in 
agriculture, natural resources 
and veterinary sciences 
Weekly lab/recitation problem solving intensive 
AGRO 315 Genetics 
MWF lecture 
T lab/recitation 
Activity #1:  Complete this consensus survey for your group 
1:  What is the most important thing a History major should 
     learn in a natural science course such as genetics? 
 
___ the facts that geneticists have discovered 
 
___ the historical sequence of science discoveries 
 
___ how to think like a scientist 
2:  Rank these measurable items based on their importance 
 
___ How many topics does a science teacher cover during the semester? 
 
___ How often does the teacher relate science concepts to  
        real world examples and applications? 
 
___ How many research publications or research grants has  
       the teacher had in the area they teach? 
 
___ How often does the teacher create and assign graded work that  
         requires students to apply, predict, compare, visualize or summarize 
 
___ Students have access to the teacher to ask questions, get help 
        in the learning process 
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Teaching that promotes improvement  
in student learning index 
Student Academic Phenotype 
Academic Phenotype Score 
30,000 
Compared economic background 
“highly structured vs. traditional” 
-Regular problem solving 
-Data analysis 
-Higher cognitive skills 
Narrowed achievement gap 
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